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On March 25, the state-run oil company PetroPeru signed a landmark contract with the Royal
Dutch/Shell oil corporation to extract and market natural gas from the huge Camisea reserve in
central Peru, estimated to hold the equivalent of about 2.5 billion barrels of petroleum. Shell first
began exploring for oil and gas deposits in Peru in 1981.
In 1987, the company announced discovery of the Camisea reserve, and then began negotiating
with then- president Alan Garcia to exploit the deposits. But in 1988, nationalist pressures in
Congress forced the government to break off talks with Shell, and the project remained dormant
until now. In late 1993, President Alberto Fujimori's administration won legislative approval for a
new hydrocarbon law that, in effect, authorizes the executive to sign mining contracts with foreign
companies without congressional approval. The law also grants the companies that win contracts
complete ownership of the minerals that they mine. As a result, Shell reopened negotiations
with the Fujimori administration over the Camisea project, leading to the mid-March signing
of a preliminary contract with PetroPeru. Under the contract, Shell will carry out feasibility and
marketing studies over the next year, while at the same time negotiating the terms of a 40-year
mining contract with the government should the company decide to begin extraction operations in
mid-1995.
Among other considerations, Shell will determine if the project is potentially profitable based on
the estimated costs of setting up extraction operations, building a 1,300 km. pipeline to transport
the fuel to domestic markets and to ports for export, and the projected quality and price of the final
product. Assuming Shell deems the project profitable, the company is expected to invest about US$2
billion. The Camisea reserve located in the department of Cusco, about 1,300 km. southeast of Lima
is divided into three fields that together span about 213,000 ha. Total reserves are estimated at 10.8
billion square cubic feet of gas, and 725 million barrels of liquid natural gas. Thus, total gas deposits
combined would be equivalent to about 2.5 billion barrels of petroleum, or about seven times the 360
million barrels of known crude reserves in the country.
According to PetroPeru, the permanent contract eventually signed with Shell would stipulate that
once production begins in late 1995, all initial output would be sold on the domestic market. The
project would begin by producing about 900,000 square cubic feet of gas per day, and 50,000 bpd
of liquid natural gas. "This contract represents a financial boom for Peru," said President Fujimori.
"Together with the privatization of state firms, this accord represents the most important step
forward to date in the national reconstruction effort."
Meanwhile, more firms are now negotiating oil exploration contracts with the government. US
companies Mobil and Murphy expect to sign a joint contract in May with PetroPeru to search for
petroleum in Peru's far-northern jungle regions. Since November 1993, the US firm PetroTech, the
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Chinese firm Sapet, and six Peruvian companies have signed on-shore and off-shore exploration
contracts with the government for a total cost of US$135 million, according to the Ministry of Energy
and Mines. Government officials say the planned privatization this year of PetroPeru has spurred
unprecedented interest in Peru's petroleum potential.
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